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Abstract– Seismic coefficient values coupled with minimum pseudo-static safety factors are still
used for analysis where selection of seismic coefficients relies on expertise and judgment.
However, safety factor approach does not give any idea about the deformations and displacements
that are expected to occur during earthquake loading. Displacements are mostly evaluated by
equations based on yield acceleration of the slope and maximum acceleration of sliding mass. The
method based on rigid block gives co-seismic permanent slope deformation when its factor of
safety equals 1.0, hence, there is a need to link slope displacements, seismic coefficients and
pseudo-static safety factors. This will enable the designers to predict slope displacements based on
selected seismic coefficients. In the present paper, slope displacements obtained for different peak
ground accelerations and safety factors are used to propose charts linking co-seismic slope
displacements (D), seismic coefficients ( ) and pseudo-static safety factors (FS), which are
values to be chosen based on
important parameters in pseudo-static approach. This enables the
values for
allowable displacements instead of using judgment and expertise. Results show that
any allowable displacement should be based on anticipated PGA and FS values. Subsequently,
slope displacements are utilized in developing a novel displacement-based methodology to select
the seismic coefficient which will be used to calculate the pseudo-static safety factor.
Keywords– Slope stability, slope, displacement, performance, seismic coefficients

1. INTRODUCTION
Slope failures are often observed following large earthquakes. Because of their effects on infrastructure
facilities such as buildings, bridges, roads and lifelines, they have a significant impact on casualties and
economic losses. As a result, evaluation of the stability of slopes has become an important part of
geotechnical earthquake engineering. Several approaches for evaluation of seismic slope stability, ranging
from simple to complex, are available and can be divided into: 1) pseudo-static methods, 2) sliding block
methods, and 3) stress-deformation methods [1].
The performance of earth structures subjected to seismic action can be evaluated through force-based
pseudo-static methods, displacement-based sliding block methods, non-linear soil behavior and fully
coupled effective stress numerical analyses. In principle, numerical methods allow the most
comprehensive analyses of the response of earth structures to seismic loading. However, reliable
numerical analyses require accurate evaluation of soil profile, initial stress state, stress history, pore water
pressure conditions, strength and deformation characteristics of the selected soil layers. Moreover, cyclic
soil behavior can be properly described using advanced constitutive models developed within the
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framework of bounding surface plasticity or kinematic hardening plasticity, which requires input
parameters that are not usually measured in field or laboratory testing.
For slope stability analysis, limit equilibrium method (LEM) is widely used by engineers and
researchers which is a traditional and well-established method. Although the LEM does not consider the
stress–strain relations of the soil, it can provide an estimate of the safety factor without requiring the initial
conditions. For this reason, the method is favored by engineers. LEM is known to be a statically
indeterminate method which requires assumptions on the distributions of internal forces for evaluation of
the safety factor.
The displacement-based approach provides a compromise between the rather inadequate pseudostatic approach and the more refined numerical analyses; indeed, it has the advantage of giving a
quantitative assessment of the earthquake-induced displacements using a rather simple analytical
procedure. Prediction of earthquake-triggered landslide displacements is important for the design of
engineered slopes seismic hazard analysis as well as for co-seismic landslide analysis. The earthquake
acceleration needed to reduce the factor of safety to 1.0 is called the yield or critical acceleration. This
procedure is simple and requires no more information than what is needed for a static factor-of-safety
analysis.
A common approach to using pseudo static analysis is to iteratively conduct a limit-equilibrium
analysis using different values of k until FS=1. The resulting pseudo-static coefficient is called the yield
coefficient, . As mentioned above, the conventional methods used for evaluating the performance of
slopes under seismic loading includes application of a seismic coefficient to calculate the pseudo-static
safety factor and calculation of permanent displacements. These approaches employ pseudo-static limit
equilibrium analysis. Until the 1960s, engineers employed a seismic coefficient to assess the safety factor
of slopes and embankments. In the current state of the art, seismic coefficient values coupled with
minimum pseudo-static safety factors are used in the analyses, where the selected seismic coefficients rely
on expertise and judgment. However, safety factor approach does not provide any information about
deformations that are expected to occur during earthquake loading. Deformation is a better indicator of
slope performance and therefore, seismic slope stability is evaluated more and more frequently based on
the permanent deformations rather than the safety factor criterion. In this context, Newmark’s [2] sliding
block model is a widely used tool for calculating permanent slope displacements.
Displacements are mostly calculated by equations based on yield ( ) for rigid slopes. The materials
that comprise slopes are compliant and respond dynamically as deformable bodies to ground motions. As
the motion propagates, different parts of the slope move by different amounts and different phases,
thereby creating a distribution of accelerations throughout the slope that vary in space and time. These
accelerations induce inertial forces, that when superimposed on the self-weight of the soil mass,
destabilize the slope. Therefore, slope displacements are calculated by equations based on maximum
equivalent accelerations (k
). Where, k
represents the peak value of the HEA time history and
represents a spatial average of the accelerations acting on the slide mass. The dynamic response analysis is
then performed to quantify the accelerations experienced by the slide mass and is expressed as Horizontal
Equivalent Acceleration or HEA time history.
Based on the above arguments, to predict slope displacements based on selected seismic coefficients,
there is a need to link slope displacements, seismic coefficients and pseudo static safety factors. This will
enable the designers to predict slope displacements based on selected seismic coefficients. Following a
review of the literature on different methods used in seismic slope stability problems, a methodology is
proposed to link the permanent slope displacements, seismic coefficients, and pseudo-static safety factors.
In order to facilitate more relations between LEM and sliding block methods, the following activities
were conducted in the present paper:
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1- Determination of horizontal acceleration effects on slope (based on various limit equilibrium
procedures including Bishop's method).
2- Determination of earth slope's factor of safety under effects of imposed seismic horizontal acceleration.
3- Determination of slope yield acceleration coefficient (variation in slope yield acceleration coefficient,
where factor of safety is required to become equal 1).
4- Determination of co-seismic permanent slope deformation (based on various rigid block methods).
2. BACKGROUND
The earliest methods of seismic slope stability analyses used a limit-equilibrium pseudo-static approach
and considered stability in terms of a simple factor-of-safety. These very basic procedures evolved into
more sophisticated deformation-based approaches during the 1960s and 1980s. Today it is common
practice in geotechnical earthquake engineering to estimate seismically-induced displacements in slopes
and earth structures, using one of the available deformation-based analysis procedures. Such an approach
is appropriate as displacements ultimately govern the serviceability of a slope after an earthquake.
Over the past 50 years, roughly 30 different deformation-based methods have been developed to
compute seismic slope displacements. These procedures generally fall into one of three categories: (1)
rigid block-type procedures, which ignore the dynamic response of slopes [2-4],(2) decoupled procedures,
which account for dynamic response, but “decouple” this response from the sliding response of slopes[56], and (3) coupled procedures, which “couple” the dynamic and sliding response of slopes[7].
In design applications, these methods are used in a predictive capacity to estimate the amount of
earthquake-induced displacement for a design earthquake event. More detailed information is presented in
individual sections devoted to each method.
a) Pseudo-static coefficient
Landslides account for a significant portion of total earthquake damage; therefore, seismic stability of
slopes is of primary concern. As emphasized by Kramer [1], analysis of seismic stability of slopes is
complicated by the need to consider the effects of seismic stresses, their effects on strength and stressstrain properties of the slope materials.
Stability analyses of earth slopes during earthquake were initiated in the early 20thcentury using what
has come to be known as the pseudo-static method. The first known documentation of this method in the
technical literature was proposed by Terzhagi [8]. Pseudo-static analysis, models the seismic shaking as a
permanent body force that is added to the force-body diagram of a conventional static limit-equilibrium
analysis. Normally, only the horizontal component of earthquake shaking is modeled because the effects
of vertical forces tend to average out to near zero.
Figure 1 shows the forces acting on a sliding mass of the soil above a failure surface in a pseudo
static analysis .The magnitude of the inertial forces acting on the sliding mass, and , are calculated as
=

(1)

=

(2)

are horizontal and vertical pseudo-static accelerations;
and
are dimensionless
Where a and
horizontal and vertical pseudo-static coefficients (seismic coefficients) and W is the weight per unit length
of slope, β is the slope angle and g is the acceleration of gravity. The horizontal pseudo-static force affects
the pseudo-static safety factor considerably, whereas the vertical pseudo-static force has been shown to be
completely insignificant and therefore it can be neglected. In this context, the pseudo-static factor of safety
(FS) is calculated as:
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y, cohesive andd frictional soil. W is the weight
w
per unit
Fiig. 1. Force diiagram of a lanndslide in dry
length of th
he landslide, k is the pseudoo-static coefficient, s is the shear resistan
nce along
thhe slip surfacee, and β is the angle of inclination of the slope
s
surface
(3)

The chhoice of the seismic
s
coeffficient valuee gives rise to
t some unceertainties and
d further unccertainties
are related to the values of the safeety factor [9--13]. Even thhough the peeak acceleraation causes the safety
m be for a very short duration
d
and the resultingg displacement may be
factor valuee to drop beloow 1.0, this may
negligible. Therefore, use
u of peak ground acceeleration as the seismic coefficient in
i conjunctioon with a
a
of slope perrformance
safety factoor of 1.0 hass been shownn to give exxcessively coonservative assessments
during earthhquakes [14]]. In many buuilding codes, empirical values basedd on judgment are used. Simonelli
[13] presentted charts too find out whhether the seeismic coeffiicients used in Italy weree appropriatee. Kramer
[10] stated tthat recomm
mendations giiven would be
b appropriate for most slopes,
s
indicating that it should be
based on thhe actual antiicipated leveel of acceleraation in the failure
f
mass. Gazetas shoowed that thee value of
for earth dams depen
nded on the size of the faiilure mass [115].
c
iss thus the moost importannt aspect of pseudo
p
staticc analysis;
Selectiion of the psseudo-static coefficient
however, itt is most diffficult to calcculate. Tablee 1 lists sevveral recomm
mendations for
f selecting a pseudo
static coeffficient. Signiificant differences in appproaches and
a resultingg values cleaarly exist am
mong the
studies citeed. One key issue is callibration. Soome of thesee studies hav
ve been caliibrated for earth-dam
e
design, in w
which as mucch as 1m of displacemennt is acceptabble. These saame values are
a commonlly used in
the stabilityy assessmentt of natural slopes,
s
in which the accceptable disp
placement might
m
be as liittle as 5–
30cm. The m
most commoonly used vallues in Califo
fornia are k=00.15 and FS>
>1.1. But theen again, these criteria
were formuulated for eartth dams that could accom
mmodate aboout 1m of dissplacement.
After summarizing
g a numberr of publishhed approachhes for deteermining ann appropriatee seismic
on of a pseuudo static
coefficient, Kramer conncluded thatt “there are no hard annd fast rules for selectio
coefficient ffor design.”
Stewarrt et al. [19] developed a site screeniing procedurre based on the
t statisticaal relationship of Bray
and Rathje [6], whereinn a pseudo-static coefficcient is calcculated as a function of maximum horizontal
h
e
m
magnitude,
s
source
distaance, and tw
wo possible levels of allowable
ground accceleration, earthquake
displacemennt (5 and 15
5 cm) [19]. Bray and Travasarou [77] presented a straight forward
f
apprroach that
calculates thhe pseudo static
s
coefficcient as a fun
nction of alllowable dispplacement, earthquake
e
m
magnitude,
and spectraal acceleratioon. The com
mmon basis of these rationalized ap
pproaches is calibration based on
allowable ddisplacement [11].
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Table 1. Pseudo-static coefficients from various studies
Investigator
Terzhagi [8]
Seed (1979) [16]

Recommended Pseudo
static Coefficient
(k)
0.1(R-F=IX)
0.2(R-F=X)
0.5(R-F>X)
0.10(M=6.50)

Recommended factor of
safety (FS)

Calibration
conditions

>1.0

Unspecified

> 1.15

0.15 (M=8.25)
Marcuson (1981) [17]

0.33-0.50 PGA/g

>1.0

Hynes- Griffin and
Franklin (1984) [18]

0.5 PGA/g

>1.0

0.15

>1.1

California Division Of
Mines and Geology
(1997)
JCOLD Japan
Corps of Engineering
IRI Road and Railway
Bridges Seismic
Resistant Design Code
NO: 463
Indian standard for
Seismic design of earth
R-F
M
PGA
G
A
Z
I
S

0.12-0.25
0.1 (Major
Earthquake)
0.15 (Great Earthquake)

<1 m
displacement in
earth dams
Unspecified
<1 m
displacement in
earth dams
Unspecified: probably
based on <1 m
displacement in dams

>1
>1

Unspecified

0.5 A

>1

Unspecified

0.33 Z I S

>1

Unspecified

is Rossi –Forel earthquake intensity scale.
is earthquake magnitude.
is Peak Ground Acceleration.
is acceleration of gravity.
is ratio of design acceleration to acceleration of gravity (0.2 to 0.35)
is zone factor (0.1 to 0.36)
importance factor (1.0 to 2.0)
site amplification factor (1.0 to 2.0)

b) Deformation analysis
The following section includes a discussion of appropriate applications of these types of analysis.
1. Stress-strain analysis: The advantage of stress-strain modeling such as Finite Element Analysis is that
it gives the most accurate picture of what actually happens in the slope during an earthquake. Clearly,
models that account for the complexity of spatial variability of properties and the stress-strain behavior of
slope materials yield more reliable results. But stress-deformation modeling has also its drawbacks. The
complex modeling is warranted only if the quantity and quality of the data merit it.
2. Permanent deformation analysis: Newmark [2] introduced a method to assess the performance of
slopes during earthquakes that bridges the gap between overly simplistic pseudo static analysis and overly
complex stress-deformation analysis. Newmark's method models a landslide as a rigid block that slides on
an inclined plane. The block has a known yield or critical acceleration, the acceleration being required to
overcome basal resistance and initiating sliding (Fig. 2).
On conceptual level, all deformation-based methods are models which are simplified approximations
of the real physical mechanism of seismic-induced deformation in slopes. As mentioned above there are
three fundamental models, all of them relied on deformation-based methods. These model categories
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range from
m simple to complex annd differ witth respect too the assum
mptions and idealizations used to
represent thhe mechanism
m of earthquaake-induced displacemennt.

Fig. 2. Newmaark’s sliding-block analogy

1. Rigid bloock
The rigid-bllock model was
w originallly proposed by
b Newmarkk [2] and is based
b
on the sliding-block analogy
illustrated inn Fig. 2. It coonsiders an acceleration
a
time history represented by a simple sine motion as shown
in Fig. 3 annd assumes that permannent deformaation initiatees when the earthquake-induced acccelerations
acting on a slide mass exceed
e
the yield
y
resistannce on the sliip surface. This
T resistancce is quantifiied by the
b
awayy from the
seismic yielld coefficiennt ( ) [referr to (1) in Fiig. 3a]. At thhis point the slide mass breaks
rest of the underlying
u
sllope and slidding occurs at
a a constant rate of acceeleration equal to [refer to (2) in
Fig 3a]. Durring this tim
me, the velocity of the groound is greateer than the velocity of thee slide mass (Fig. 3b).
Sliding conttinues until the
t followingg conditions are met: (1)) acceleration
ns fall below
w and (2) velocity
v
of
the slide maass and the underlying
u
g
ground
coinccide [refer too (3) in Fig. 3b]. The perrmanent dispplacement
that occurreed during each interval of
o slip, is deetermined byy double-inteegrating the shaded regioons of the
accelerationn time historry. The totall permanent deformationn accumulateed during eaach interval of slip is
indicated byy the displacement plot shhown in Fig.. 3c.

Fig. 3.. Newmark’s rigid
r
-block prrocedure for calculating
c
Eaarthquake-induuced
perrmanent deform
mation (simplle sine motionn)
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Newmark [2], Ambraseys and Srbulov [20], Jibson [9], Saygili and Rathje [4] used this method with
various assumptions for calculation or co-seismic slope permanent deformation. The recommended single
(scalar) ground motion parameter model is the "peak ground acceleration PGA, earthquake magnitude M"
model from Saygili and Rathje [21], and the recommended two vector ground motion parameter model is
the PGA and PGV(peak ground velocity), models from Saygili and Rathje [4]. For simplicity, these
models will be called the SR08/RS09 models.
2. Decoupled analysis
Soon after Newmark [2] published his rigid-block method, more sophisticated analyses were developed to
account for the fact that landslide masses are not rigid bodies, but deform internally when subjected to
seismic shaking [22-23]. The most commonly used of such analyses was developed by Makdisi and Seed
[5]. They produced design charts for estimating co-seismic displacements as a function of slope geometry,
earthquake magnitude, and the ratio of yield acceleration to peak acceleration.

In decoupled analysis, the first step is dynamic-response analysis of the slope with 1D
programs such as EERA and SHAKE, or with 2D programs such as PLAXIS and FLAC; through
estimating average acceleration-time history for the several points within the slope mass above
the potential failure surface. The average acceleration has been referred to as k or HEA, the
horizontal equivalent acceleration [6]. Peak values are generally referred to as
or MHEA,
the maximum horizontal equivalent acceleration. In the second step, the permanent earthquakeinduced deformation is calculated through double-integration of the HEA time history. This
approach is referred to as a decoupled analysis. Computation of dynamic response and the plastic
displacement are performed independently.
3. Coupled analysis
In a fully coupled analysis, the dynamic response of the sliding mass and the permanent displacement are
modeled together so that the effect of plastic sliding displacement on the ground motions is taken into
account. Wartman et al. [24] compared the sliding response of deformable clay masses and a rigid block
on an included plane subjected to cyclic motion. They found that the Newmark-type rigid block analysis
was overly conservative for cases where the tuning ratio (
), the ratio of the predominant frequency of
the input motion ( ) to the predominant natural frequency of the slope ( ) was greater than about 1.3 and
un-conservative when
was in the range of 0.2–1.3 [24].
More recently, Rathje and Bray (1999, 2000) compared results from rigid block analysis with linear
and non-linear coupled and decoupled analyses. Many empirical models predict permanent deformation
"D" as a function of
and one or more ground motion parameters (e.g., PGA, Arias Intensity , PGV,
and mean period,
). There are many available predictive models, but the most recently developed
models are those proposed by Rathje and Antonakos [22] and Bray and Travasarou [7].
3. METHODOLOGY
In methods based on the permanent deformation method, safety factor is assumed to be equal to 1. In
pseudo-static methods based on limit states, safety factor is usually considered to be greater than 1 under
specified pseudo-static acceleration. Developing a method to calculate the seismic deformation of an earth
slope with a specified safety factor, would be a bridge between these two methods of analysis. In other
words, if an earth slope is designed based on a specified horizontal pseudo static accelerations and safety
factor, how much would the estimated earth slope deformations be?
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In the current statte of the arrt, although many enginneers still em
mploy seism
mic coefficieent values
m, seismic performance
p
of slopes based
b
on thee permanent deformationn may be
coupled with minimum
much better than
t
that off the safety factor
f
criteriion. Regardinng the abovve argumentss, the link
evaluated m
among sloppe displacem
ments, seismiic coefficientts and pseuddo-static safeety factors may
m be very useful in
engineeringg practice. The
T method that
t
is propo
osed in this paper discuusses this linnk. Characterrizing the
relationshipps between thhe safety facctor and the displacemennts of an earrth slope, is the aim of this
t
study,
which consiists of three stages
s
as folllows:
1. Investigaation of the reelationships between
b
, FS and
in a slope.
2. Evaluatioon of the relaationships beetween andd D.
3. Determinnation of relaationships between , FS
S, and D.
a) Relationsships

, FS
S and

in a slope

Figure 4 shows thhe schematic slope consiidered in thiis study. Thee analyses were
w
carried out for a
fo
range of sloope geometriees and shear strength parrameters as follows:

Fig. 4. Schematic natu
ural slope considered in thiss study

In ordder to determ
mine the relationships between
b
, FS and
f
first
a rangee of mechaanical and
geometric ccharacteristiccs were connsidered and
d variation of FS versu
us
were calculated
c
bby Bishop
Method.
Subseqquently, the slopes
s
underr the effect of
o different pseudo-static
p
c acceleration
n coefficientts of 0.05,
0.1, 0.15, 0..2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0..5, 0.6, 0.7, 1.0,
1 and 1.2 w
were analyzeed and FS waas determinedd.
The relationship beetween andd γh/c (γ, Unnit Weight, h,
h height of slope
s
and c, cohesion off materials
that compriise the slopee), for consttant values of
o φ (internaal friction anngle of soil)), β (slope angle)
a
and
values of FS equal to 0.9,
0 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 were caalculated.This relationshiip is calculatted and depicted for a
sample sloppe with an adopted anglee of 35 degrrees with intternal friction
n angle of 10 degrees foor various
safety factoors. Drawingg the diagram
m assuming a safety facttor of 1, the relationshipp between
and γh/c
can be calcuulated (Fig. 5).
5
Using this chart, by
b calculationn of the safeety factor off a slope with
h given valu
ues of γh/c and , the
value of can be determined. For example, according to Fig. 5, for a slope anglle (β) of 35°°, internal
friction anggle (φ) of 100°; and γh/cc of 7.5 unnder the effeect of pseuddo-static acceeleration 0.16 , FS is
determined as 1.2 ,and increasing
i
to 0.29 causses the safetyy factor, FS, to
t decrease from
f
1.2 to 1.0.
In Fig.. 6, the relattion betweenn , and FS is shownn in a differrent form. Usually,
U
i used to
is
determine thhe seismic permanent
p
displacements of slopes. Therefore,
T
it may be posssible to expreess the
in relationships of perm
manent deforrmation of earth
e
slopes as a functio
on of
and
d FS. In this case, the
displacemennt would bee expressed as a functio
on of , FS, ground mootion param
meters and eaarth slope
characteristics.
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for φ=10°,
φ
β=35° (Bishop
(
Meth
hod)

for vaarious values of
o β, φ and FS
S

b) Evaluatioon of the rellationship beetween an
nd D
As meentioned in background
b
section, seveeral relationsships have been
b
proposeed between and the
permanent deformation
d
D based on Newmark
N
Meethod.
of a slope, D,
Mirabooutalebi et al
a [25] usedd records fro
om seven eaarthquakes reecorded in Iran
I
with magnitudes
m
greater thann 7.5 in ordder to calcullate the seism
mic deformaation of eartth slopes wiith PLAXIS
S software
(decoupled analysis). Table
T
2 show
ws the detaills of these eearthquakes. The earth sllopes with 35
3 and 45
nd ⁄ ratioss of 0.04, 0.1 and 0.3
degree anglles on horizoontal bedrocck with / ratios of 30 and 45 an
seconds werre analyzed [25].
[
Where, is the sheear wave veloocity of soil.
Table 2. Details of earthquake
e
reccords of differrent locations used in this sttudy
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Mirabooutalebi et al‘s
a [25] anaalyses were decoupled. First,
F
the av
verage respoonse acceleraation time
history, bassed on the records whichh are presenteed in Table 2,
2 was evaluuated in the sliding
s
mass using the
results of dynamic an
nalysis. Finaally, the slo
ope's permannent displaccement was calculated based on
Newmark's method.
a appropriaate seismic earth
e
slope deformation
d
m
based on Iran’s
In ordeer to select an
predictive model
earthquake records the results of thhe analyses of
o PLAXIS software
s
(deecoupled anaalysis) were compared
d
models of Rathje
R
et al. [22], Jibson [9], Bray
with the ressults of scalaar and vectorr predictive deformation
and Travasaarou [7] and Miraboutaleebi et al [25]. The results are shown inn Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Com
mparison of sllope deformattion predictivee models

To com
mpare the reesults, the mean
m
residuaal (the diffeerence of naatural log off the calculaated slope
displacemennts from PLA
AXIS and naatural log of the predictedd displacemeents obtainedd from other methods)
and the stanndard deviattion of the mean
m
residuuals was calcculated. The obtained sttandard deviations for
RS09 (PGA
A, M model)), SR08 (PG
GA Model) of
o Rathje et al., Jibson [9
9], Mirabouttalebi et al. [25] and
Bray & Traavasarou models were 1.004, 1.197, 1.871, 0.8366 and 1.186, respectivelyy. It can be concluded
c
that results of PGA&M unified moddel based onn RS09 is moore consistennt with the results of Miraaboutalebi
et al. (2011)), which is based on earthhquake recorrds from Irann.
The RS
S09 (PGA &M)
& modifiedd model [21--22] is as folllows:
Ln (D) =
Where: σ

+

+

+

= 0.694 + 0.322
0

+

+ lln

+

(M-6) +ε

+3.69 -1.22

(4)

/

The cooefficients off the model are
a given belo
ow:
=4.89,

=−4.85,

=−19.64,

=42.49,

=−29.06,

=0.72
=
and

=0.89

The m
most importaant feature of
o the decouupled modeel is the factt that the sliide mass is modeled
as a compliant, non-rrigid block. This meanns that the slide mass is a deform
mable body that can
respond dyynamically to earthquuake shakin
ng. The maain implicattion of thiss expressionn is that
acceleratioons within the slide mass
m
and sllope will be
b differentt than thosee in the fooundation
material beelow the sloope. This iss due to acccelerations originating from the foundation
f
l
level
and
propagatinng up (possiibly amplifyying or de-aamplifying along
a
the way);
w
causinng the slopee to move
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by differeent amountts and in different phases
p
theereby creatting a spattial distribbution of
acceleratioons. The dyn
namic respoonse analysis models calculate
c
thiis behavior and its effeect on the
the rock outcrop
slide masss which is quantified
q
t
through
thee
. In comparison
c
o
mottion used
with the riigid-block model,
m
is a muchh more realistic represeentation of the seismicc loading
experienceed by the slide masss. In this way, the decoupledd model marks
m
a coonceptual
improvemeent over thhe rigid-block model for
f modelinng the mecchanism of earthquakee-induced
deformatioon.
For a dynamic reesponse of compliant, non-rigid slope to eaarthquake shhaking,
is used
instead of P
PGA, which
h can be obttained from
m Fig. 8 as a function off / and PGA.

Figg. 8. Computedd

valuess plotted versuus

As notted, topograpphy can locally modify earthquake ground shaaking in sloppes. Additionnally, site
effects and the one dim
mensional am
mplification of
o earthquakee ground mootion, can also affect thee dynamic
oft rock sloppes during earthquakes.
e
Topographiic effects haave shown a dramatic
response off soil and so
increase in the amplituude of grounnd shaking near
n
the cressts of steep slopes [26].The intensitty of base
shaking is a function off the definedd seismic hazzard level (e..g. return period) and maay be estimaated based
on a site-sppecific seism
mic hazard analysis,
a
or from
f
local seismic
s
codees. The effeccts of topoggraphy are
accounted bbased on a siimplified proocedure deveeloped by Asshford et al. [27]. The prrocedure sugggests that
the ground motion
m
of the free field behind
b
the crrest
is increased byy 50%. The PGA
P
on the slope
s
face
at the locattion of the cells
c
iss obtained by
b linear inteerpolation between the base and thee crest as
prescribed bby Euro Cod
de 8.
To estiimate the seiismic deform
mation for a given
g
slope w
with the appaarent safety factor,
f
calcuulated by a
given pseuddo- static coeefficient, the steps are as follow:
Accordiing to Fig. 6, based on geometric characteristic
c
cs of the sloope and phyysical and m
mechanical
propertiies of the soiil, γh/c is dettermined for the defined
and calcu
ulated FS.
2.
is deetermined forr the obtaineed γh/c in Figg. 6 (obtaininng
with obbtained γh/c on curve FS=1).
3. Accord
ding to Fig. 8 for compliiant, non-rigiid slope
could be predicted
p
dirrectly from /
and
PGA.
4. Based on
and other charaacteristics off the predicttive model which is ussed, permannent slope
deformaation can be determined which is alsso the seism
mic permanen
nt slope defoormation for the given
and FS.
1.

utations, seismic deformaation of the given earth slope with defined
d
FS of 0.9, 1.0,
Continuing such compu
ferent values of
as preesented in Fiig. 9. This figure can be described
1.1 and 1.2 can be obtaiined for diffe
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as a bridgee from limiit equilibrium
m results to
o Newmark''s based meethods of esstimating thee seismic
deformationn of the slopees.

Figg. 9. Variationn of seismic earth slope perrmanent deform
mation with different
d
valuees of

& FS
S

4. RESULTS
S AND EVA
ALUATION
For differennt β, φ, γh/cc, and variious methodss used for calculating FS from limitt equilibrium
m method,
pseudo-statiic analysis was
w performeed and the rellationship beetween , , γh/c ,FS foor different values
v
of β
and φ was determined. The slope angle
a
(β) forr 55°, 45°,annd35°; intern
nal friction angle (φ) for 10°, 20°,
30°, and40°°; and γh/c fo
or 1200, 600, 120, 60, 40
0, 30, 24, 20,, 17, 15, 13. 3, 12, 10.9, 10, 7.5, 6, 5,, 4, 3, 2, 1
were considdered. Next, the slopes were
w
analyzeed under the effect of diffferent pseuddo-static acccelerations
as 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,
0
0.3, 0.355, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0 0.7, 1.0, 1.2and safety
y factors werre determined.
Accordding to Fig. 9,
9 it is can be seen that inn addition too FS and , seismic dispplacement of slope is a
function of φ, β, PGA, / , andd M. The following sections describee the effect of
o each variabble on the
seismic perm
manent slopee deformatioon.
a) The effecct of PGA
m
and
a the regioon’s distancee from the
Peak gground acceleration is a function of earthquake magnitude
place of thhe earthquak
ke occurrennce. Moreovver, the effeects of the site are allso considerred based
on / andd . For coonstant charracteristics of
o slope andd earthquakke, the increease in PGA causes
deformationn of the sloppe increase foor the same
value. Foor example, according
a
too Fig. 10, if PGA=0.6,
P
the seismicc permanent deformationn of an earthh slope withh a safety factor
f
of 1.1,slope anglee of 45 °,
internal fricction angle off 20° under the
t effects off = 0.1will be 35cm. Inn case of decrreasing PGA
A from 0.6
to 0.3, deforrmation will decrease to 5 cm, and viice versa. In case of increeasing in
PGA from 00.6to 0.9, defformation wiill increase too 75cm.
As cann be seen, if
i FS is equual to or greeater than 1 and the is considereed equal to PGA, the
deformationn of the slopee will be neggligible. Choosing this staate for designning can lead
d to very connservative
designs. Mooreover, thiss has also beeen expressed
d by Kramerr as: ‘‘Use of
o peak groun
nd acceleratiion as the
seismic coeefficient in conjunction with a saffety factor of
o 1.0 has been
b
shownn to give exxcessively
conservative assessmentts of slope peerformance in
i earthquakees’’ [10].
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Fig. 10. Effect of PGA
A on seismic slope displaceement

b) The effecct of

/

Figure 8 presents the model predictions of
/PG
GA as a funnction of innput PGA and
a
/ .
/PGA is greater thaan 1.0 at sm
maller valuess of / , and
a then fallls below 1.00 at larger
Generally,
greater than PG
GA (i.e.,
/PGA>1.0)) decrease
period ratioos. The rangee of / values that preedict
with increassing PGA, and
a at large input
i
intensiities
is less than PG
GA at all perriod ratios. All
A curves
predict
/PGA=1.0 for
f
/ ≤0.11, i.e., rigid sliding
s
conditions.
At largge input grouund motion of
o PGA=0.6,
is lesss than PGA at all periodd ratios. Asssuming all
the informaation in Fig.99 to be consttant and gainning FS equaal to 0.9,for =0.2 the decrease in / from
0.2 to 0.1 ddecreases slo
ope deformaation from 75cm
7
to 60ccm, and incrreasing / from 0.2 too 0.3 also
reduces sloppe deformatiion from 60 cm
c to 45 cm.(Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Effect of

/

on seismic slope displacement

c) The effecct of
Slope sseismic displlacement inccreases with an increase in
i
up to 1.5 seconds, but
b increase of
o
than 1.5 seccond will nott have a signiificant effectt on displacement. [22]
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In the example shhown in Fig. 9, considerring FS=1.1 and =0.1 , decreasing from 0..1 to 0.05
ope displacem
ment from 355 cm to 30 cm,
c and increeasing from
m 0.1 to 0.2 increases
causes a deccrease in slo
displacemennt from 35cm
m to 50cm (F
Fig. 12). Thee increase in is due to increase in earth
e
slope height
h
or a
decrease in soil shear wave velocity.

Fig. 122. Effect of

on seismic sllope displacem
ment

d) The effecct of φ
Variatiions of the seismic
s
displlacement witth changes in internal frriction angle depend on the
t safety
factor of the slope. For example, acccording to Figs.
F
9 and 13,
1 if an earth slope withh FS equal to
t 1.1 and
n Fig. 9 is innfluenced by
of 0.2, thhe seismic diisplacement for soils witth internal
characteristics shown in
w be 9, 6, and
a 7 cm, resspectively. On
O the other hand,
h
if an earth slope
friction anggles of 10˚, 20˚ and 30˚ will
with FS is eequal to 0.9 and
a characterristics shown
n in Fig. 9 arre influencedd by horizonttal acceleratiion of 0.2,
displacemennt for internaal friction angles of 10˚, 20˚,
2 and 30˚w
will be 50, 60
0 and 80cm, respectivelyy.
It shouuld be noted that effect of
o the internaal friction onn seismic dispplacement deepends on thhe amount
of other parrameters affeecting the prooblem. For instance, the influence off change in value
v
of the horizontal
h
accelerationn in the abovve example will
w be taken into consideration. Acco
ording to Figss. 9 and 13, if
i an earth
slope with F
FS=1.1 and characteristic
c
cs shown in Fig. 9 is anaalyzed by =0.4,
=
slope displacement
d
ts for soils
with internaal friction angles
a
of 100˚, 20˚, and 30˚ will bee negligible. If FS reduuces to 0.9, the slope
displacemennts would bee 4, 5, and 4ccm, respectivvely. In generral, variationns in
soil internall friction anggle will have a significantt impact on tthe .

Fig. 13. Effeect of φ on seismic slope dissplacement (P
PGA=0.6g)
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e) The effect of β
According to Euro Code 8, based on a simplified procedure developed by Ashford et al. [27] the
seismic loading can be amplified for steep (>60°) slopes (i.e., ∼1.5 PGA). [27]
f) Verification and example applications
To illustrate the verification and application of the model for predicting the sliding displacement of
slopes with specified safety factor, consider the following example:
Consider two slope Models (M1 and M2) on Fig. 4, with the height of 30m from bedrock, angle of
35° and soil unit weight of 20 kN/m3, having factor of safety (FS) equal to 1.1 and 1.0 respectively under
horizontal acceleration of 0.139 g. Regarding the above mentioned specifications, deformation of slopes
using the proposed Model can be determined and dynamic analysis using PLAXIS code[25] under effects
of earthquakes can be observed in Table 3. The records are those referred to in Table 2.
Last two columns of Table 3 illustrate the seismic slope deformations obtained from finite element
method (PLAXIS) and predicted deformations from the proposed Model. Run time of the PLAXIS code
for calculation of slope permanent deformation in each phase is approximately 8 hours. In this case, curves
are able to introduce suitable provision on determination of seismic slope deformation with a given factor
of safety under effect of a given horizontal acceleration.
Table 3. Earth slopes permanent deformation
FS

Record No.

Model
No.

M

Tabas-1084L

M1

7.4

0.139

0.139

1.0

Tabas-1084T

M1

7.4

0.139

0.139

1.0

T⁄

U(cm)
PLAXIS

U (cm)
Model

Displacement
reduction
(PLAXIS)%

Displacement
reduction
(Model)%

0.65

97

78.55

-

-

0.63

79

87.59

-

-

Ab bar-1362T

M1

7.7

0.139

0.139

1.0

1.03

22

17.28

-

-

Zanjiran-1502L

M1

6.4

0.139

0.139

1.0

2.03

5.1

0.0

-

-

Zanjiran-1502T

M1

6.4

0.139

0.139

1.0

1.74

17

0.07

-

-

Bam -3168T

M1

6.7

0.139

0.139

1.0

0.81

22

18.11

-

-

Tabas-1084L

M2

7.4

0.165

0.139

1.1

0.88

23

24.47

76

69

Tabas-1084T

M2

7.4

0.165

0.139

1.1

0.86

31

28.28

61

68

Ab bar-1362T

M2

7.7

0.165

0.139

1.1

1.38

1.4

0.31

94

98

Zanjiran-1502L

M2

6.4

0.165

0.139

1.1

2.73

0.0

0.0

100

-

Zanjiran-1502T

M2

6.4

0.165

0.139

1.1

2.35

0.6

0.0

96

100

Bam -3168T

M2

6.7

0.165

0.139

1.1

1.1

9.5

3.02

57

83

As apparent in the last two columns of Table 3 and the Figures, increasing slope's safety factor from 1 to
1.1 brings about >50% reduction in seismic deformation. This reduction percentage for deformations with
< 10cm is much higher. Often, the results of such probabilistic assessments lead to better engineering
decisions [28].
6. DETERMINING THE HORIZONTAL ACCELERATION
COEFFICIENT FOR DESIGNING
The charts in Fig. 14a-d are prepared for PSF values of 0.9, 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 and for four different PGA
values. Other charts can be produced by users with different FS and PGA values.
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fo different PG
GA values. (ɛ=1)
Fig. 114a-d. Seismicc coefficients versus anticippated slope dissplacements for

The evvaluations baased on Fig. 14a-d
1
are listted as follow
ws:
- Both FS aand values govern thee magnitude of the anticcipated displlacement. With
W higher FS
F values,
lower slope displacemen
nt values aree encounteredd.
me value, magnitude oof the slope displacement
d
t depends on peak accelerration value..
- For the sam
- If =0.5, then PGA/gg is used in conjunction
c
w PSF=1..0, no displaacements sho
with
ould be expeccted. This
nsistent withh the current literature
may be oveerconservativve for many civil engineeering workss. This is con
that ‘‘use of peak grounnd acceleratioon as the seiismic coefficcient in conjuunction with
h a safety facctor of 1.0
has been shown to give excessively conservativee assessmentts of slope peerformance inn
2
Earthquakees (Kramer, 2004)’’.
- If =0.5P
PGA/g along
g with FS off 1.0, the dissplacements will be loweer than 20 cm
m for all PG
GA values
studied in thhis paper. Thhis is consisteent with the findings of Hynes
H
and Frranklin [18] that showedd ‘‘seismic
coefficient values as a ratio of peak acceleraation such as
a
=0.5PG
GA/g should
d be used foor 30 cm
displacemennt’’.
- In Iran, earthquake
e
code
c
recomm
mends effectiive peak acccelerations of
o 0.5g for the
t Seismic Resistant
Designs of roads, railways and briddges. Accordding to Iran Road
R
and Raailway, Brid
dges Seismic Resistant
b
0.05
5 and 0.125ddepending
Design Codde NO: 463 " in Iran, seismic coefficcient is takenn as a value between
on the earthhquake zone".
values ranging betw
ween 0.05 annd 0.125 alo
ong with a FS of 1.0 willl result in
low displacement valuees (<10 cm) for
f PGA≤0.33g. Howeverr, for PGA>00.3g, higher displacemennts should
be expectedd. Therefore based on thee value of the anticipatedd peak acceleeration, highher values should be
recommendded.
- Seed recommended thhat ‘‘it is neccessary to peerform a pseuudo static annalysis for a seismic coeffficient of
or 8.25 magnnitude earthquuakes and obbtain a safetyy factor of
0.1 for earthhquakes of 6.5 magnitudde or 0.15 fo
the order off 1.15 to ensuure that displacements will
w be accepttably small’’. Seed acknoowledged about 1m of
displacemennt as accepptable, since he was deealing with earth damss. For
=00.1, and PG
GA<0.45g,
displacemennts lower thhan 30cm arre predicted with Seed’s recommen
ndations of and FS. When
W
the
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value of 0.15 and FS of 1.15 is applied with PGA=0.90g, the proposed methodology in this paper
predicts maximum displacement of 140cm. This means that even for high PGA values,
Seed’s recommendation may be un-conservative.
- Magnitude of the slope displacement depends on the maximum horizontal equivalent
acceleration
which depends on PGA and / .
- The Newmark-type rigid block analysis was overly conservative for cases where the / was greater
than about 0.5 and un-conservative when / was in the range of 0.2–0.5 for PGA 0.5 .When PGA
0.5 g Newmark-type rigid block analysis was overly conservative for all of / .PGA and / have
significant effect on
and slope displacement.
7. CONCLUSION
The pseudo static approach is a well-known method to calculate the seismic stability of slopes. However,
in today’s practice, performance based design concept necessitates the anticipated displacements to be
known instead of a single pseudo static safety factor (FS). Although there are also several
recommendations for selection of value, many of them depend on judgment and expertise.
Based on the provided charts, while designing an earth slope under specific
and FS, its
performance can be taken into consideration, simultaneously. Design of slopes without consideration of its
performance may be conservative or underestimated. This kind of application is a novel approach.
Calculated displacements are then investigated in terms of /PGA values and being consistent with the
literature. Earthquake induced slope displacements are found to be very sensitive to the value of the yield
accelerations. Displacements decrease with increase in the acceleration ratios. Several equations are
derived for all data and for different earthquake magnitude values (M) with and without distance
constraint and for different peak acceleration (PGA) ranges. The obtained equations are compared with
literature and it is shown that categorizations for earthquake magnitude, distance to the epicenter and peak
acceleration are important and effective tools.
Based on the results, a methodology is presented in the context of a coupled displacement pseudostatic safety factor–seismic coefficient analysis. The results revealed that seismic coefficient for any
allowable displacement should be based on anticipated PGA values. Use of high FS values results in lower
displacements. It is also found that use of =PGA/g in conjunction with FS=1.0 results in negligible
displacement and it may be over conservative for any civil engineering works. If =0.5PGA/g along with
FS of 1.0, displacements will be lower than 30cm for all PGA values studied in this paper, which is
consistent with the well-known findings of Hynes and Griffin [18] . Evaluations are also made for Seed’s
recommendations and it is shown that Seed’s criterion limits the displacement values to about 100cm for
accelerations as high as 0.7g.
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